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Lord of the Flies: Chapter 5 Reading and Study Guide 

 
I. VOCABULARY: Be able to define the following words and understand them when they appear in the novel. 
 
 Taken short   informal phrase for having diarrhea 
 
 jeer_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ludicrous____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 effigy______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 lament______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 reverence___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 derisive_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 decorum____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
II. LITERARY TERMS: Be able to define each term and apply each term to the novel. 
 

foreshadow__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 conflict_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
  external:  ____________ vs. ________________ 
 
       ____________ vs. ________________ 
 
       ____________ vs. ________________ 
   

internal:   ____________ vs. ________________ 
 
III.  QUESTIONS: answer the following questions.  Use complete sentences. 
 
1.  What does Ralph decide about the meeting that he is about to have?   
 
2.  What does this say about how Ralph is changing?   
 
3.  What does Ralph start to realize about his appearance?   
 
4.  What did Ralph, Jack, and Piggy not have the “wit” to do?   
 
5.  What does Ralph realize a chief needs to be able to do?   
 
6.  Where does Piggy stand at the beginning of the assembly?   
 



7.  What is the first thing Ralph lists as something that the boys have failed to do?   
 
8.  What is Ralph’s second complaint?   
 
9. What is Ralph’s third complaint?   
 
10.  What do all the littluns laugh about while Ralph is talking?  
 
11.  What is Ralph’s fourth command?   
 
12.  What does Ralph say about fires for cooking?   
 
13.  What is the last thing Ralph tries to talk about before he loses control?  
 
14.  What does Jack have to say about the littluns’ fear?   
 
15.  What did the boy named Phil think he saw?  
 
16.  What did the boy really see?   
 
17.  How does Maurice get the littluns to stop crying?   
 
18.  According to Percival, where does the beast live?   
 
19.  What does Simon suggest about the beast?   
 
20.  What do the boys vote on?   
 
21.  Why does Ralph not blow the conch?   
 
22.  Why is Piggy afraid of Ralph giving up control?   
 
 


